A new approach to eating-disorder classification: Using empirical methods to delineate diagnostic dimensions and inform care.
Despite changes to the diagnostic criteria for eating disorders (EDs) in the DSM-5, the current diagnostic system for EDs has limited ability to inform treatment planning and predict outcomes. Our objective was to test the clinical utility of a novel dimensional approach to understanding the structure of ED psychopathology. Participants (N = 243; 82.2% women) were community-recruited adults with a DSM-5 ED assessed at baseline, 6-month, and 1-year follow-up. Hierarchical factor analysis was used to identify a joint hierarchical-dimensional structure of eating, mood, and anxiety symptoms. Exploratory structural equation modeling was used to test the ability of the dimensional model to predict outcomes. At the top of the hierarchy, we identified a broad Internalizing factor that reflected diffuse symptoms of eating, mood, and anxiety disorders. Internalizing branched into three subfactors: distress, fear-avoidance (fears of certain stimuli and behaviors to neutralize fears, including ED behaviors designed to reduce fear of weight gain), and body dissatisfaction, which was nested within distress. The lowest level of the hierarchy was characterized by 15 factors. The hierarchical model predicted 60.1% of the variance in outcomes at 6-month follow-up, whereas all DSM eating, mood, and anxiety disorders combined predicted 35.8% of the variance in outcomes. A dimensional approach to understanding and diagnosing EDs improved the ability to prospectively predict clinical course above-and-beyond the traditional categorical (DSM-based) approach. Our findings have implications for endeavors to improve the prediction of ED prognosis and course, and to develop more effective trans-diagnostic treatments.